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crafting idea

Bracelet made 
of cotton jewellery cord 
and big hole Rocailles
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level of difficultytime required 
1 hour

Used items:

1   Firstly, thread the strand with big hole Rocailles. Thread the 60 cm long 
cord into the needle and then push it into the middle. Secure the cord ends 
together with a knot. Thread on 20 big hole Rocailles, then cut off the cord 
close to the needle.

2   Thread 40 metallic matt Rocailles on each of the two 90 cm long cords. 
Secure one cord end with a knot, cut off diagonally the other end, then 
thread it on directly.

3   Hold flush the strand with big hole Rocailles, the three 30 cm long 
cords and the both cords threaded with metallic Rocailles and fix them 
with some wire.

4   Lay on, right and left, both of the long cords and place the three 30 cm 
long cords under the strand with the big hole Rocailles. Set a reef knot 
with both of the long cords (see figure).

Bracelet black/copper
89 213 01 Cotton cord, waxed, black ø 1 mm,  
 1 × 60 cm, 2 × 90 cm, 3 × 30 cm = 3.30 m
14 825 638 Rocailles metallic with big hole, 5.5 mm ø  20 pieces
22 884 01 Magnet clasp Olive  1 piece
24 068 00 Special wire to thread beads ø 0,30 mm
33 397 00 Glue for jewellery
14 316 572 Mettalic Rocailles, matt, 4 mm ø  80 pieces = 5 g

Bracelet black/gold
14 825 616 Mettalic Rocailles with big hole, 5.5 mm ø

Additionally you need: 
89 543 00 Wire cutter for jewellery 13 cm
89 378 00 Craft scissors 17 cm
21 637 00 Special needle  5.7 cm

Instructions:

5   The Rocailles will be knottedas follows: slide upwards, right and left, 
each of the 2 metallic Rocailles and set one more reef knot. Continuously 
repeat it until all Rocailles are knotted up. Define the desired bracelet 
length, if necessary knot some Rocailles more.

6   Fix the end with some wire and cut off the rest. Fix the both ends at the 
closure with some glue for jewellery and let it harden for 12 hours.




